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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hard Disk is a round physical structure that can be used to store and retrieve information. It comprises of one or more 

surfaces that contain tracks, each of which is divided into sectors. There is a read/write head for every surface on the disk. 

Same track of all surfaces are called cylinders. So, the read/write head is at a specific location at a cylinder, which means the 

head is at the same location at every surface of the disk. The access time to secondary memory is very important as the 

computer system largely depends on information stored in secondary memory. If the stored information is accessed slowly, 

the performance will significantly decrease. Less the read/write head movement, better the access time i.e. better 

performance. So, to improve the access time, various disk scheduling algorithms are applied. Less access time denotes better 

performance.  

There are many Disk Scheduling Algorithms, but before analyzing them, some of the important terms are discussed below: 

Seek Time: Seek time is the time taken to locate the disk arm to a specified track where the data is to be read or write. So the 

disk scheduling algorithm that gives minimum average seek time is considered better algorithm. 

Rotational Delay/ Latency: Rotational Latency is the time taken by the desired sector of disk to rotate into a position so that it 

can access the read/write heads. So the disk scheduling algorithm that gives minimum rotational latency is considered better 

algorithm. 

Transfer Time: Transfer time is the time to transfer the data. It depends on the rotating speed of the disk and number of bytes 

to be transferred. 

 

Disk Access Time: Disk Access Time = Seek Time + Rotational Latency + Transfer Time. 

Disk Response Time: Response Time is the average of time spent by a request waiting to perform its I/O operation. Average 

Response time is the response time of the all requests. Variance Response Time is measure of how individual request are 
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Abstract- In operating system, disk scheduling, also known as I/O scheduling, refers to schedule I/O request arriving for disk. 

The performance of a computer system is highly dependent on the speed of a processor and main memory, but access to 

secondary memory is still relatively slow. So, speedy servicing of I/O request for secondary memory is very important for 

better performance. Seek time of secondary memory is the most significant to acquire optimum access time. The objective of 

this paper is to analyze and compare various disk scheduling algorithm such as FCFS, SSTF, SCAN, C-SCAN, LOOK an C-

LOOK along with corresponding seek time. 
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serviced with respect to average response time. So the disk scheduling algorithm that gives minimum variance response time 

is considered better. 

 

2. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 

2.1 FCFS Algorithm 

It is the simplest of all disk scheduling algorithms. Here, I/O requests are processed according to their order of arrival. The 

I/O request that is arrived first is served first. Other requests are also served according to their time of arrival. Generally, it 

may not provide greatest service. We can illustrate it with the help of following example. 

Example: If the Disk head is located initially at track 53, find the number of disk moves required with FCFS scheduling 

criteria if the disks queue of I/O blocks requests are: 

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

Prior to this track location 199 was serviced. Show the total head movement for a 200 track disk (0-199). Compute the seek 

time if seek rate is 5 millisecond. 

Solution: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movements(THM) =(113-53)+(190-113)+(190-45)+(135-45)+(135-20)+(156-20)+ (156-65) + (75-

65)=60+77+145+90+115+136+91+10=724 

   

We can compute the seek time using the following formula: 

Seek Time  = THM * Seek rate  

= 724 * 5 millisecond  (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

= 3,620 milliseconds 

  

2.2 SSTF Algorithm 

In this algorithm, I/O request is served according to next shortest distance. Here, the next requests are selected which have the 

minimum seek time from the current head position. It is an improvement on FCFS algorithm (produces less number of head 

movement). But, it may cause starvation of some request. 

 

To illustrate this algorithm, we can practice previous example. I/O requests are as follows: 

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

 

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156   190 199 
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 Head starts at 53. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movement (THM) = (53-45) + (65-45) + (75 -65) + (113-75) + (135 – 113) + (156 – 135) +(190-156) + 

(190-20) = 8 + 20 + 10 + 38 + 22 + 21 + 34 + 170 = 323 

 

Seek Time = THM * Seek rate 

= 323 * 5 milliseconds (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

= 1,615 milliseconds 

 

2.3 Scan Algorithm 

This algorithm is also known as Elevator Algorithm. This method works like an elevator does. Disk arm starts at one end of 

the disk and scans towards the nearest end, servicing the entire request it finds out when moves towards the other end and 

then when it hits the other end, it scans reversely servicing the requests that it didn't get earlier. If a request comes in after it 

has been scanned, it will not be serviced until the head arm comes back. 

To illustrate this algorithm, we can practice the previous example as well. I/O requests are as follows:  

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

  Head starts at 53. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movement (THM)=(53-45)+(45-20)+(20-0)+(65-0)+(75-65)+(113-75)+ (135-113)+(156-135)+(190-156) = 8+25 

+ 20 + 65 + 10 + 38 + 22 + 21 + 34  = 243 

Seek Time = THM * Seek rate 

= 243* 5 millisecond (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

Seek Time = 1,215 milliseconds 

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156   190 199 

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156   190 

199 
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2.4 C-scan algorithm 

C-SCAN stands for Circular SCAN. This scheduling is a variant of SCAN algorithm. The difference is that when the head 

reaches the other end, it immediately returns to the beginning of the disk without servicing any requests on the return trip. 

This algorithm provides more uniform waiting time than SCAN algorithm. 

To illustrate this algorithm, let us take the previous example, where I/O requests are as follows: 

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

  Head starts at 53. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movement (THM) = (53-45) + (45-20) + (20-0) + (199-0) + (199-190) + (190-156) + (156-135) + (135-113) + 

(113-75) + (75-65)  =8 + 25 + 20 + 199 + 9 + 34 + 21 + 22 + 38 + 10=386 

 

Seek Time = THM * Seek rate 

= 386 * 5 millisecond (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

Seek Time =1,930 milliseconds 

 

2.5 Look scheduling 

This algorithm is equivalent to scan algorithm, except that the arm goes only as far as the last request in each direction 

without going all the way to end. It can be considered as directional algorithm as it reverses the direction as soon as it served 

the last request in a particular direction. 

To illustrate the algorithm, we can practice the previous example. I/O requests are as follows: 

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

 Head starts at 53. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movement (THM)= (53-20) + (190-20)=33+170=203 

  

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156   190 199 

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156  

 190 199 
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Seek Time = THM * Seek rate 

= 203 * 5 millisecond (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

Seek Time = 1,015 milliseconds 

 

2.6 C-LOOK Scheduling 

This algorithm is an alternative version of LOOK algorithm that acts in the same way as C-SCAN, except that it moves the 

disk head only as far as required to serve the last request in a scan before beginning a new scan. 

 

To illustrate this algorithm, let’s have the previous example here I/O requests are as follows: 

113, 190, 45, 135, 20,156, 65, 75 

  Head starts at 53. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Head Movement (THM)= (53-20) + (190-20) + (190-65)=33+170+125=328 

 

Seek Time = THM * Seek rate 

= 328 * 5 millisecond (given, seek rate = 5 millisecond) 

Seek Time = 1,640 milliseconds 

 

3. COMPARISON 

From the above observations, we can say that FCFS algorithm yields a large seek time, that cannot be considered as a good 

scheduling algorithm, but every request gets a fair chance to be served.  

The seek time of SSTF algorithm is more than half of FCFS algorithm. So, we can definitely say that it is far better than 

FSFC algorithm. But, if there were too many requests closed to each other, the other requests may never be served since the 

distance will always be bigger. This may lead to starvation.  

SCAN algorithm can produce optimal seek time than previous algorithms, but, it may not the best as there may exists long 

waiting time for requests arrived just after visited by disk head.  

C-SCAN algorithm can produce very less seek time if movement of disk head from one end to another is ignored, because 

this end to end movement consumes large chunks of total head movement. It also provides more uniform waiting time 

compared to SCAN algorithm.  

LOOK algorithm is an improvement to SCAN algorithm. It improves effectiveness by escaping unnecessary seek operation 

to the end of the disk surface which results in high throughput.  

C-LOOK algorithm is an improved mechanism of C-SCAN algorithm that acts as LOOK algorithm. It provides lower 

variance of response time than LOOK, at the cost of throughput.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Each of these algorithms is distinctive in its own approach. Performance of disk scheduling is dependent on number and 

types of requests. According to it, selection of algorithm can deliver effective seek time. There is now an understanding as to 

why an operating system actually depends on the kind of algorithm it necessities when it is dealing with several processes. It 

is the purpose of disk scheduling to satisfy these requests in an approach that optimises the seek time of the disk head and 

hence improves performance of the operating system. 

 

   0         20            45    53  65    75              113           135             156   190 199 
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